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Everything that Van Helsing did in the past, was all
to learn the truth: what is the legacy of the dark
queen whom Van Helsing defeated? And who will
give her champion, the most dangerous hunter in
Borgovia, his next victim? In this final chapter of
the trilogy, you will witness horror and madness at
their most harrowing. Fight your way through a
dark gothic world of darkness and danger. Game
features Original story by Arkane Studios. Deep
and immersive combat mechanics set in a dark
fantasy world. A female companion with stories of
her own to unravel. Multiple gameplay modes: a
detailed PVP mode (8 players) as well as a full co-
operative campaign (4 players). Design your own
stylish home: customize and decorate your room
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and make it fit your personal taste. Dead bodies
everywhere: kill them all and collect them all for
your bestiary! Game engine CryEngine: developed
by Crytek and built from the ground up for the
Unreal Engine 4 game engine. Where there’s a
will, there’s a way: Become the vampire hunter
Van Helsing and hunt the undead in Dracula: The
Awakening, the new RPG game from our friends at
Arkane Studios and StudioMDHR. Explore a
beautiful, varied and dangerous world, ravaged by
a mysterious illness and the creatures that live in
it. Travel to diverse, remote locations and hunt
monsters, collect Dracula’s Lost Boys, find
Dracula’s Castle and defeat terrible beasts that
haunt the world of the night. You can change into
Van Helsing’s vampire hunting gear, with weapons
and magical potions to aid you in your mission.
You can even develop and buy your own
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equipment. Gather your courage and conquer
terrifying bosses as you uncover the horror and
danger hidden in the shadows of the night. Main
features Story - Prepare for an epic, classic RPG,
with rich and varied characters, dungeons,
monsters and a dark gothic atmosphere. Choice -
Van Helsing and his fellow hunters will encounter
different opponents and story pathways during
their journey. Sometimes you’ll have to decide for
yourself what to do, and sometimes you’ll have to
pick your path. Magic - Van Helsing can use
powerful spells to aid him in his fight. He’ll also
have to combine magical runes to deal even more
damage against his foes. With a quill in hand, Van
Helsing can also sketch fantastic visions of the
future.

Features Key:
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Spinner Games.
Search.
Play.
Sweet music.
Spin.
The wind.
Free.
Publish your card and earn points.
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